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Solutions-oriented book filled with step by step explanations of the various techniques needed for opening and publishing all types of documents in a wide range of platforms using Adobe Acrobat. Covers Adobe Acrobat 5. Softcover.       

       Sahlin provides the user with concise information about getting the most from all aspects of Adobe Acrobat version 5.0. It features hands-on examples of how the software provides unique solutions to real-world problems.     

       Take Adobe Acrobat far beyond reading PDF (Portable Document Format) documents. Learn to harness the power of Adobe Acrobat--and create and publish sophisticated electronic documents you never thought possible. From simple electronic memos to indexed electronic catalogs, Acrobat is the powerful, flexible tool for any electronic publishing task--including projects that require multimedia. Create, enhance, and edit PDF documents, or use the Internet to share working PDF documents for review or mark-up. How To Do Everything with Adobe Acrobat will help you master the many different components and purposes of this premier electronic document sharing software.
	Convert documents to PDF and e-mail   
	Capture PDF documents from Web pages, scanners, digital cameras, and more   
	Publish--and frequently update--a technical or educational e-book   
	Create a linked table of contents or thread of linked articles   
	Integrate sound and movie files into your PDF documents to create multimedia presentations   
	Accumulate data from users with PDF forms   
	Develop a navigation structure with links, PageActions, buttons, and menus   
	Share documents--review and add comments in multi-author environments   
	Optimize documents for print, Web, or CD-ROM applications   
	Index a searchable catalog of PDFs   


About the Author
   
Doug Sahlin is a digital artist, Web site designer and computer book author who lives in Lakeland, Florida. In addition to writing numerous magazine articles on Web design and graphics, he is the author of Carrara 1 Bible and Carrara 1 for Dummies, both from IDG books. He also develops Flash 4 courses for Digital Think.
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Professional Windows PowerShell for Exchange Server 2007 Service Pack 1 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Windows PowerShell is a new command-line administration tool that is a giant step forward from previous command-line tools. Often, each Microsoft product would develop separate tools for command-line management, and each of these tools usually had a very narrow feature list and varied command syntax. This would usually lead developers to have to...
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Design and Analysis of High Efficiency Line Drivers for xDSLSpringer, 2004
Design and Analysis of High Efficiency Line Drivers for xDSL covers the most important building block of an xDSL (ADSL, VDSL, ...) system: the line driver. Traditional Class AB line drivers consume more than 70% of the total power budget of state-of-the-art ADSL modems. This book describes the main difficulties in designing line drivers for xDSL....
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Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Excel 2010: Step-by-StepCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	This book is a guide to the features of Microsoft Excel, one of the key products of the Microsoft Office suite. Step-by-step instructions and visual aides help the reader easily learn the software. PICTURE YOURSELF LEARNING MICROSOFT EXCEL 2010 teaches the latest version of Microsoft Excel by following along in a four-color, highly visual...
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A Fast Track to Structured Finance Modeling, Monitoring, and Valuation: Jump Start VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is designed to start with simple examples that progressively develop the reader's confidence to take on more complex tasks. There is very little theoretical discussion about computer science, operations research algorithms, mathematics, or finance. The thrust of the book is to teach the reader to break complex tasks down into...
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Implementing Cisco UCS SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Cisco Unified Computer System is a powerful solution for data centers that can raise efficiency and lower costs. This tutorial helps professionals realize its full potential through a practical, hands-on approach written by two Cisco experts.


	Overview

	
		Learn about various Cisco UCS equipment options...
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Hack Attacks Testing: How to Conduct Your Own Security AuditJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to conduct thorough security examinations via illustrations and virtual simulations
A network security breach (a hack, crack, or other invasion) occurs when unauthorized access to the network is achieved and havoc results. The best possible defense is an offensive strategy that allows you to regularly test your network to reveal the...
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